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collection



Textures & 
       patterns

Medieval and naturalistic forms 
combine in a collection inspired by 
a prehistoric breed of horse.  colors 
were drawn from scientific illustra-
tions of plantlife.  Stained glass as 
well as textiles worn in the medieval 
era were used. Chainmail and detailed 
tapestry add to this historically 
based costume.

Inspiration



Color Palette
Designs



Colorful and playful styles were 
used to decorate the horse.  
Bells and tassles were added
to the horse’s cotume and 
pair with the rider’s outfit.
The riders accompany the 
horse with billowing 
capes and trousers to 
create beautiful effects
 while on horseback. Ex-
xagerated shapes add 
drama to the historic 
outerwear.

Pre-Fall 2014 Melissa Sack



Quilted Contour
an exercise in natural volume and shape

Assymetry surrounds the human form 
in this garment inspired by the organic 
shapes of clouds.  Foam batting was draped 
around the body to create an experimental 
garment full of line and shape.

Melissa Sack



F ol k l or e

Fa l l . w i n t e r  2 0 1 3
A New Vintage Collection



Folklore is inspired by fables originat-
ing from the eighnteenth century.  Ref-

erencing historical costume, Folklore 
combines modern elements with vintage 
themes such as chainmail and corsetry 

to create whimsical yet powerful pieces.  
Main inspirations include original il-

lustrations as well as fine art from the 
romantic era. 

I n s p i r at i o n : Fa i r y  Ta l e s

The Frog Prince and 
the Maiden, Walter Crane

Fetcher’s Bird, Arthur Rackham

R o m a n t i c i s m

Two Men Contemplating the 
Moon, Caspar David Friedrich

Expulsion from the Garden of Eden, 
Thomas Cole

Little Red Riding Hood Meets a 
Wolf in the Woods,
Walter Crane



T e x t i l e s 

C o l o r         

Muted light neutrals make 
up the color palette.  Soft 
pastels reflect the inspira-
tion of tapestries and an-
tiqued stained glass.   Soft 
earth tones were drawn 
from romantic era paint-
ings.

Pa l e t t e     

Inspiring textiles were taken 
from tapestries portraying 
stories and tales from the 
Medieval period.  Filligree 
from spines of old books, 

stained glass, and chainmail 
also added unique textures.

a n d 
Pa t t e r n s 



Large oversized coats pair with full 
bodied skirts to create a collection ref-

erencing structered volume.  Soft col-
ors are paired with harsh edes,creating 

dramatic 
looks.

a n d 

D e s i g n s 





Crouse Auxilary 
Hospital New Vintage 
Fashion show 2013
 
9 to 5: Work, Fashion, 
and Communications 
Fashion Show

Model: Julie Sabo
Photographed by Lawrence Mason, JR.

News Channel 9:
Bridge Street Syracuse

R u n w a y 
Featured in:

Melissa Sack



abyss
Spring 2013



abyss pairs the mythological creatures of the sea with 
the organisms that inhabit the deepest waters of our 
oceans.

When only two percent of our oceans have been explored, 
mysterious beings live in parts of the ocean humans have 

never seen, at the depths of the sea.  Many live in complete 
darkness, and rely on bioluminescence, or their own ability 

to create their own light.



Opaque blues, pinks, and violets were inspired by the skins 
of the fish.  On many creatures, their texture is extremely 
soft compared with their harsh structure.  Although these 

fish appear unnatural, they are still graceful.

fabric & textures

Soft iridescent colors drape with immense volume 
and shape.  The characteristics of unnatural beauty 
in these monsters inspire the garments to take form.  

color palette



designs
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Web

Fall 2013



In 2010, massive floods fell on Pakistan, 
which accumulated ten years worth of rain-

fall in a short amount of time. 

Scientists are not sure if the webs 
were spun entirely by spiders or 
other arachnids.

This grotesue natural volume was created in the wake 
of disaster and has no distant shape or form.

Web was inspired by grotesque natural beauty.  In addition to trees 
surrounded by encompassing cocoon-like shapes, actual Luna Moth 
cocoons were studied.  Their shape carries intricate linear detailing as 
well as bulbous volume that carries out through the garments created.

This slow disaster would soon create an 
interesting phenomenon; giant webs 

began to encompass the trees creating 
protective cocoons.



Cocoons created by Luna Moths have an 
external webbing encompassing the insect 
during the Pupal stage.

The animal creates a hard, 
protective shell.  Much like the 
trees, this natural metamorphosis 
creates shape, linear as well
as voluminus.

Distorting the body, the collection pushes the 
boundaries between the relationship of natural form 
and the human body.  It uses clothing as a protective 
shell much like these animals create.

Color Palette

Colors were chosen on a light and dark scale, 
paired in each garment to create contrast.  Drawn 
from colors found in nature, this selection adds to 
the organic feel of the collection.



texture & textile teChniques

Knitting

Fabric yardage was created using a single and double  
bed knitting machine and then manipulated by hand 
sewing the knit into an asymmetric texture.

Pleating Strips of fabric were cut on the bias, then hand 
pleated as they were draped over the form.  
Pleats were selected to accentuate the distortion 
of the human body.



Digital FabriC Printing

Hues that trees take after a rainfall, muted skies and vibrant plantlife.

This image, taken by the designer, was digitally transformed and 
then printed in studio on silk twill and organza to create a textile used 
in garments in the collection



Designs











Final Designs



runway
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